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ABSTRACT

Polyacrylonitrile nanoparticles grafted on ethylene diamine functionalized

partially reduced graphene oxide (PAN-PRGO) was prepared via in situ

emulsion polymerization and was further modified to contain amidoxime,

amdinoethylene diamine, and carboxylic groups on the surface of the graphene

nanosheets via partial hydrolysis of the nitrile groups on the polymer chains of

the composite using (4% NaOH, 20 min) (HPAN-PRGO). The properties and

morphologies of the prepared composites were compared through FTIR, UV–

Vis, Raman spectra, XRD, SEM, TEM, and XPS analysis. The results revealed

that polyacrylonitrile nanoparticles were grafted on the surface of the aminated

graphene oxide nanosheets via the reaction between the free amino groups of

the ethylene diamine modified graphene oxide nanosheets and nitrile groups of

acylonitrile (AN). The obtained HPAN-PRGO composite was evaluated for

its chelating property with Hg(II) ions. The effect of initial pH, initial concen-

tration of the Hg(II), adsorbent dose, and contact time on the extraction of Hg(II)

ions using HPAN-PRGO were investigated. The adsorption experiments indi-

cated that HPAN-PRGO exhibits higher affinity toward Hg(II). The maximum

uptake capacity for the extraction of Hg(II) ions on HPAN-PRGOwas 324.0 mg/

g at pH 5. The HPAN-PRGO shows a 100% removal of Hg(II) at concentrations

up to 50 ppm, and the adsorption is exceptionally rapid showing more than

80.0% removal within 15 min and 100.0% of qe within 1.5 h at 800 ppm con-

centration. The Langmuir isotherm model and pseudo-second-order kinetic

model have showed good fitness with the practical data. The XPS analysis of

HPAN-PRGO before and after adsorption revealed the chelation adsorption

mechanism between mercury and amine, amide, amidoxime, and carboxylic
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groups. After six adsorption–desorption cycles, the HPAN-PRGO could retain

more than 90.0% of its original adsorption capacity. These results confirmed that

HPAN-PRGO has exceptional performance for the removal of Hg(II) from

wastewater.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

In recent years, water pollution by highly toxic heavy

metals is a serious worldwide problem [1, 2]. Among

many heavy metal ions, mercury, in particular, is

recognized as one of the most harmful contaminants

in the environment on account of its high volatility,

bioaccumulation, and toxicity [3]. Exposure to mer-

cury causes severe damage to lungs, kidneys, brain

and other organs [4, 5]. Mercury is often released

(discharged) to the environment through industrial

wastewaters, electroplating and batteries, mining

activities, fertilizers, and pharmaceuticals [6]. Methyl

mercury is more toxic than other mercury species;

however, it is feasible to be transform mercury to

methyl mercury through both a biotic and biotic

methylation processes after being released to the

environment [6–9]. Most of mercury in wastewater

exists in the form of mercury ions. Thus, to protect

ecosystems, the discharge of Hg(II) is under strict

regulatory limits, and the permissible concentration

limit of mercury in drinking water is 2 ppb according

to the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) [10]. Until now, various techniques

have been utilized to extract/reduce Hg(II) ions from

aquatic solutions such as precipitation, adsorption,

membrane process, chemical coagulation, and ion

exchange [1, 11]. Among various traditional tech-

niques for mercury removal, adsorption is regarded

as an effective, easy, and economic method to purify

water. Various adsorbents such as activated carbons
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[12], carbon nanotubes [13], modified mesoporous

silica [14], Mg2Al layered double hydroxide [15],

polymers [16, 17], graphene oxide [18–20], natural

zeolites [21], clay [22], and chelating materials [23]

have been utilized for the heavy metal removal from

contaminated water. The adsorption properties of

these materials based on the presence of chelating

functional group(s) on their surfaces which can

coordinate with the metal ions, where it has been

found that materials functionalized with nitrogen-

based ligands (such as imidazole, hydrazine groups,

amino, and amidoxime groups) shown high binding

affinity to mercury [1, 24, 25]. Aliphatic polymers

containing nitrogen functional groups have been

utilized for water purification, but their surface area

is small. However, carbon and carbon-based deriva-

tives-polymeric composites have revealed high effi-

ciency for the extraction of mercury and toxic heavy

metals from wastewater.

Among these carbon materials, graphene oxide

(GO) [26] is a single atom thick two-dimensional

graphitic carbon and its surface has reactive oxygen

functional groups which facilitates the covalent

bonding with other functional groups. Graphene has

extra ordinary thermal, mechanical, and electrical

properties, high surface area (2630 m2g-1) and tai-

lorable functionalities [27]. During the past few years,

functionalization of graphene with polymers having

chelating groups has gained great attention to

enhance the adsorption properties of graphene.

Chandra and Kim prepared polypyrrole-reduced

graphene oxide composite with high capacity and

selectivity for mercury (II) based on the functional

groups of the polypyrrole [28]. The covalently linked

hybrid structure can bring about outstanding phys-

iochemical stability. There are still no reports on the

development of polymer-grafted RGO hybrids. The

present study was intended to develop a new hybrid

polyacrylonitrile (PAN)-grafted ethylene diamine

partially reduced graphene oxide (GO-NH2). Poly-

acrylonitrile was selected as a promising polymer for

the development of PRGO composite due to the

unique properties of PAN such as non-toxicity,

excellent environment stability, ease of preparation,

and low cost with good physical properties such as

hardness and high chemical resistance. Also, poly-

acrylonitrile contains pendant nitrile (CN) functional

groups so it can be easily chemically modified to

amidoxime (AO) groups, which have high affinity to

coordinate with metal ions [29, 30]. The high surface

area of partially reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and

the high stability and non-toxicity of polyacrylonitrile

motivated the preparation of PAN–PRGO composite

for Hg (II) extraction from wastewater.

In this work, a novel route to prepare PAN nanopar-

ticles covalently grafted on the surface of functionalized

GO nanosheets is introduced. The preparation is

accomplished via chemical oxidation of graphite to

graphene oxide (GO) and then functionalized with

ethylene diamine followed by reaction between nitrile

group of acrylonitrile(AN) and free amino group on the

surface of functionalized Go during the emulsion poly-

merization of AN, thereby yielding highly covalently

attached PAN-PRGO. After that, the free nitrile groups

on the polymer chains of the composite undergo partial

hydrolysis (using 20.0% NaOH for 20 min) to amide,

amidoxime and carboxylate groups which promote the

capacity of graphene for the extraction of mercury (II)

ions. The general procedure for the preparation of

HPAN-PRGO is shown in Scheme 1.

Experimental section

Materials

Natural graphite flakes (99.9999%), potassium per-

manganate (99.0%), sulphuric acid (98.0%), hydrogen

peroxide (35.0%), phosphoric acid (85.0%), acryloni-

trile (99.0%), ethylene diamine (99.0%), sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (99.0%), azo-bis-isobutyroni-

trile (98.0%), and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA) (98.0%) were purchased from sigma and

used without further purification. Mercuric chloride

was used as a precursor for Hg(II) ions. Deionized

(DI) water was used throughout these experiments.

Synthesis of polyacrylonitrile/partially
reduced graphene oxide nanocomposite
(PAN-PRGO)

0.5 g of NH2 terminated graphene oxide, prepared

via the improved Hummer method [19, 31] and our

previous work [20], 0.4 g of SDS and 120 mL deion-

ized water were put into a three-necked round-bot-

tomed flask. The mixture was sonicated for 30 min

and stirred for 30 min to produce micelles. The sus-

pension was then heated to 69�C and kept at that

temperature. 0.150 g of AIBN (dissolved in 1.0 mL of

DMF) was injected. After 15 min, 10 mL of
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acrylonitrile monomer was added. After that, the

reaction was allowed to occur for 5 h under nitrogen

protection and constant stirring. Finally, the PAN-

PRGO nanocomposite was centrifuged and washed

with excess ethanol and deionized water to remove

unreacted monomer then dried overnight at 70 �C.

Synthesis of hydrolyzed polyacrylonitrile
nanoparticles (HPAN) and hydrolyzed
polyacrylonitrile/partially reduced graphene
oxide nanocomposite (HPAN-PRGO)

0.21 g of PAN nanoparticles , prepared via Zhao et al

mehod [32], or PAN-PRGO were introduced into

4 ml NaOH (4%) solution in 50 mL a round-bot-

tomed flask and refluxed at 70 �C for 20 min. Finally,

the mixture was filtered and washed with diluted

HCl and deionized water until pH 7.5 then dried

under vacuum at 70 �C. General steps for the syn-

thesis of hydrolyzed polyacrylonitrile/NH2-termi-

nated graphene oxide nanocomposite (HPAN-PRGO)

are shown in Scheme 1.

Mercury (II) adsorption onto PAN, HPAN,
GO, GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO adsorbents

The adsorption capacities of the prepared adsorbents

toward mercury(II) were evaluated by batch

adsorption experiments, and the effects of several

parameters, such as pH value of the solution, adsor-

bent dose, initial concentration of Hg(II), and contact

time have been investigated.

Adsorption isotherm Equilibrium studies of mercury

species were evaluated by varying the initial mercury

concentration (5-1000 mg/L) at pH 5. 0.01 g of the

adsorbent was mixed with 10.0 mL of Hg(II) solution

at various initial concentrations and stirred for 2 h on

a shaker to reach the adsorption equilibrium. The

final mercury concentration was measured by ICP-

OES.

The adsorption capacity and the percent of

removal (% R) were determined from the following

equations.

% R ¼ C0 � Ceð Þ
C0

� 100 ð1Þ

qe ¼
C0 � Ceð ÞV

m
ð2Þ

where Ce and Co (mg/L) are the liquid phase con-

centration of heavy metal ions at equilibrium and

initial, respectively, m is the mass of adsorbent (g),

and V (L) is the volume of testing solution of heavy

metal ions.

Scheme 1 General steps for the synthesis of hydrolyzed polyacrylonitrile/parially reduced graphene oxide nanocomposite (HPAN-

PRGO).
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Effect of dosage and pH

The effect of adsorbent dose on the Hg(II) extraction

using HPAN, IGO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO was

performed by adding ( 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 30 mg ) in a

20 ml glass vial containing 10 ml of mercury(II) in

certain concentration. At the adsorbent dose, (1 g/L)

the effect of pH was determined by varying solution

pH (1-6) by adding few drops of 0.01 M NaOH and

0.01 M HCl solution. The experiments were con-

ducted under continuous magnetic agitation for

120 min at 25 �C. After that, the sample was sepa-

rated, and the equilibrium concentration of mercury

(II) was measured using ICP-OES.

Adsorption kinetic study

Adsorption kinetic experiments for Hg(II) under

various adsorption times (5–420 min) were per-

formed. For each operation, 10 mg of solid adsorbent

was weighted into a glass vial, and a 10 mL aqueous

solution of mercury of definite concentration was

added. These solutions were conditioned to a pH of 5

and stirred for varying time periods from 5 to

420 min at room temperature. At specific time inter-

vals, the suspensions were centrifuged, and the

equilibrium concentration of Hg (II) were measured

by ICP-OES. The practical data obtained were

described by the pseudo-second-order and pseudo-

first-order as shown in Table 2.

Desorption–regeneration cycles

Six adsorption–desorption–regeneration cycles were

carried out to evaluate the sustainability of the

HPAN-PRGO adsorbent. Before desorption, adsorp-

tion experiments were conducted by adding 10 mg of

each material into a solution containing 800 mg/L of

Hg(II) and stirred for 2 h. The mixture then cen-

trifuged and the concentration of mercury in the

supernatant was measured by ICP-OES. The Hg-

loaded adsorbents were then washed and dried at

80 �C.
For desorption, 0.01 g of Hg-loaded HPAN-PRGO

added to 10 mL of the eluent solution (2.0 M HCl or

0.017 M EDTA) and agitated for 4 h. The suspension

was then centrifuged, and the concentration of mer-

cury (II) in the supernatant was determined using

ICP-OES. The desorption efficiency was determined

via Eq.(3) .

% Desorption Effeciency ¼ Ce � C0ð ÞVe

qe m
X 100 ð3Þ

where qe is the adsorption capacity in the removal

test and m is the mass of HPAN-PRGO adsorbent, Ve

is the volume of the eluent (L), Co is the initial con-

centration of heavy metal ions in the eluent (mg/L),

and Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L) after

desorption.

Results and discussion

Characterization of PAN, HPAN, GO, GO-
NH2, PAN-PRGO, and HPAN-PRGO

To confirm the formation of GO, GO-NH2, PAN,

PAN-PRGO, HPAN, and HPAN-PRGO compos-

ite, FTIR spectra were collected and presented in

Fig1a and b. The FTIR spectrum of GO reveals dif-

ferent types of oxygen containing functional groups

such as a peak at 1730 cm-1 for C=O moiety of

COOH groups and a broad peak at 3335 cm-1 due to

O–H stretching vibration of hydroxyl groups [19].

The peaks at 1080 cm-1 and 1156 cm-1 are ascribed

to alkoxy and epoxy stretching, respectively [19, 20].

The ethylene diamine modified graphene oxide dis-

played a characteristic new peak at 3271 cm-1-

corresponding to the N–H stretching of primary

amines and a sharp peak at 1650, attributed to the N–

H bending of O=C–NH2 or NH2 [19, 20]. These

results indicate the successful functionalization of GO

with ethylene diamine through the amine group and

the amide linkage. The FTIR spectra of pure PAN

display characteristic peaks at 2236 cm-1 for the

stretching vibration of CN and at 2919 cm-1 and

1458 cm-1 for the stretching and bending vibrations

of CH2 [33, 34]. The peak at 1642 cm-1 confirms the

presence of CN group. The FTIR spectrum of PAN-

PRGO shows a peak at 2237 cm-1 nitrile group (CN)

and a peak at 2919 cm-1 for the stretching vibration

of CH2 as in pure PAN. Moreover, the peak at

3271 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 of GO–NH2 reduced or

completely disappeared and a new peak appeared at

1572 cm-1 due to amide group (C=O–NH2) or the

amidine group (N–C=N) indicating the reaction

between the free amino group of ethylene diamine

modified graphene oxide with the nitrile group of

AN to form –NH–CO– or (N–C=N) [1, 35, 36] as

shown in Scheme 2. Additionally, the peaks at 1458
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and 1217 cm-1 may be due to the formation of –NH–

C=N–CH2. Figure 1b reveals the FTIR spectra of

partial alkaline hydrolysis of PAN using 4% NaOH. It

revealed that the peak at 2237 cm-1 reduced after

hydrolysis, while the stretching bands of C=O and

NH2 in amide groups were observed at 1665 cm-1

and 1572 cm-1. The FTIR spectrum of HPAN-PRGO

showed that the peak at 2237 cm-1 of CN group

disappeared entirely; moreover, it showed two peaks

overlapped at 1665 and 1572 attributed to N–H group

and COONa. Two new peaks at 1572 (C=O) and

1665 cm-1 (–NH2) appeared confirming that the

hydrolysis reaction is done [34, 36]. The spectrum

also showed that the peak of epoxy group at

1080 cm-1 decreased indicating that the GO is par-

tially reduced. These results clearly confirmed that

aminated graphene oxide was successfully formed

and acrylonitrile (AN) was simultaneously grafted

and polymerized at the NH2 group of IGO–NH2

during the polymerization resulting in covalently

hybrid structured (HPAN–PRGO). According to the

FTIR results, the mechanism of the reaction between

GO–NH2 and acrylonitrile can be suggested as

Scheme 2.

Figure 1 FTIR for a GO, GO-

NH2, PAN-PRGO, and HPAN-

PRGO. b PAN, and HPAN.

Scheme 2 Represent the

mechanism of the reaction

between aminated graphene

oxide and acrylonitrile.
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Figure 2a displayed the X-ray diffraction patterns

of GO, GO–NH2, HPAN, and HPAN–PRGO. For the

GO synthesized by the chemical oxidation of gra-

phite, the presence of a peak at 2h = 10.93 is related to

the oxygen containing functional groups on the GO

sheets [37, 38]. On chemical modification with ethy-

lene diamine, the sharp peak of GO faded and a

broad peak at 2h = 24.9 appeared indicating that the

graphene oxide may be partially reduced and also

may be due to the restacking of the aminated gra-

phene oxide nanosheets [26]. For the HPAN, the

spectrum shows a diffraction peak at 2h = 17.35 cor-

responds to the (100) crystallographic planes of PAN

(due to PAN intermolecular spacing) due to the

intermolecular repulsion of the nitrile dipoles [35, 39].

For HPAN–PRGO, the spectrum also shows a weak

reflection peak at 2h = 16.91 which can a scribed to

the (100) crystal planes of polyacrylonitrile suggest-

ing that GO supports the formation of the PAN

nanoparticles. After grafting of HPAN on the ami-

nated graphene oxide nanosheets, the intensity of the

reflection peak of PAN decreased obviously, indi-

cating a decrease in the polar interaction between the

molecular chains and the breakage of bonds in the

inner crystal region during the reaction between the

free NH2 on the surface of GO and the nitrile group

of PAN.

Figure 2b shows the Raman spectra of the GO, GO–

NH2, and HPAN–PRGO composite with two char-

acteristic G and D bands. The G-band is associated

with the vibration of the sp2-hybridized carbon to

sp3-hybridized carbon originating from the

demolition of the sp2 structures of the graphite or

covalent attachment of functional groups and it

appears at 1592 cm-1 in IGO and with a blue shift in

GO–NH2 (1598 cm-1) and HPAN–PRGO (1605 cm-1)

which could be due to charge transfer from the nitrile

group of the HPAN to the aminated graphene oxide

nanosheets. The intensity ratio of the D-band to the

G-band is used to evaluate the quality of the graphitic

structures because for highly ordered pyrolytic gra-

phite, this ratio approaches zero as a measure of the

degree of disorder and defects in the graphitic

structure. The ID/IG in the GO-NH2 (1.1) is slightly

higher than that of IGO (0.93) indicating a small

increase in the disorder structure due to covalent

interaction of ethylene diamine with the GO

nanosheets [40]. For HPAN-PRGO, the spectrum

shows enhanced intensity for the G-band with blue

shift. In addition, the ID/IG in the HPAN-PRGO(0.85)

is slightly lower than that of GO confirming the

interaction between the CN group of HPAN and the

free NH2 group on the GO nanosheets [28].

Figure 3a and b display the UV–Vis absorption

spectra of the GO–NH2, GO, HPAN–PRGO, PAN,

and HPAN nanoparticles dispersed in water. The

UV–Vis spectra of GO reveal a shoulder-like

absorption peak appeared at 302 nm owing to the

n-p* transitions of the C–O, C=O bonds and a strong

peak at 234 nm, corresponding to the p-p* of the C=C

in GO. On chemical modification with ethylene dia-

mine, the red shift of the p-p* transitions indicates the
partial reduction of GO[40, 41]. For the HPAN UV–

Vis spectra, it is clear that the HPAN nanoparticles

Figure 2 a XRD patterns of

GO, GO-NH2, HPAN, and

HPAN-PRGO b Raman

spectra of HPAN-PRGO, GO,

HPAN, and GO-NH2.
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had absorption enhancement in the UV region

(200–400) with a peak at 247 nm and 395 nm com-

pared to that of the PAN nanoparticles. This 247 band

peak represented a p–p* transition of the C=N and

C=O, whereas the peak at 395 nm may be corre-

sponding to the n–p* transitions of C–O and C–N. For

the HPAN-PRGO, the red shift of the p–p* transition
of the aromatic C=C bond to 260 nm and the red shift

of n–p* transition of C=N, C=O, C–O, and C–N to

395 nm indicates the interaction between CN group

of PAN and GO nanosheets followed by hydrolysis of

the reminder CN groups.

At last, PAN nanoparticles (latexes) were grafted

on the surface of aminated graphene nanosheets via

in situ emulsion polymerization. The morphologies

of the PAN, HPAN, PAN-PRGO, and HPAN-PRGO

were characterized by SEM and TEM. As shown in

Figs. 4 and 5, the TEM and SEM images of PAN-

PRGO and HPAN-PRGO composite show graphene

sheets covered homogenously with PAN nanoparti-

cles suggesting the growth of PAN nanoparticles

along graphene sheets. Therefore, PAN could be

polymerized (grafted) on the amine functionalized

graphene oxide nanosheets. The PAN and HPAN

nanoparticles had a narrow size distribution, largely

in the range of 40–60 nm as described by SEM. Fur-

thermore, the high magnification of the SEM image

shows that the PAN latex was composed of spherical

Figure 3 UV–Vis spectra of

a GO, GO-NH2 and HPAN-

PRGO composite. b PAN, and

HPAN nanoparticles.

Figure 4 SEM images of a PAN, b HPAN, C PAN-PRGO,

D HPAN-PRGO.

Figure 5 TEM images of a PAN, b HPAN, C PAN-PRGO,

D HPAN-PRGO.
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particles with sharp edges. Compared with PAN, the

HPAN particles revealed an increase in diameter

corresponding to the hydrolysis of CN groups to

COOH and CONH2 on the polymer chains without

significant change on the their overall morphology

[34]. The majority of the latexes are still composed of

spherical particles; nevertheless, there was evidence

of adjacent latex conglutinating to each other at

touching points due to crosslinking or hydrolysis.

The grafting of PAN nanoparticles onto the surface

of aminated graphene nanosheets was confirmed by

X-ray photon spectroscopy shown in Figs. 6 and 1S.

In the XPS survey spectra shown in Fig. 1S (Sup-

porting Information). The intensity of the peak

related to C 1s enhanced significantly from GO

andGO–NH2 to HPAN–PRGO, while the oxygen

peak decreased from GO to GO–NH2 and increased

again from GO–NH2 to HPAN–PRGO. Additionally,

the GO–NH2 and HPAN–PRGO samples also clearly

show the N 1s peak. The intensity of the N 1s peak

increased from GO–NH2 to HPAN–PRGO. These

observations confirmed that aminated graphene

oxide was successfully formed and acrylonitrile (AN)

was simultaneously grafted polymerized at the NH2

group of NH2–IGO during the polymerization

resulting in covalently hybrid structured (HPAN-

PRGO). The C 1s high resolution spectrum (Fig. 6a )

attributed to the GO was deconvoluted to three peaks

Figure 6 The XPS spectra of C1s in GO, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO (a,b,c), XPS spectra of O 1s of GO, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO

(d,e,f) and XPS spectra of N 1s of GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO (g,h).
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with binding energies about 284.7 ( C in C–H, C=C),

288.3 (C in C=O), 286.2( C in C–O) [42]. The high

resolution (Figure 6b) related to IGO–NH2 was

deconvoluted to five peaks with bending energies

about 284.7 (C in C–H, C=C, C–C), 298.2 (C in C–

NH2), 285.8 (C in C–N), 287.4 (C in N–C=O). So, the

chemical modification with ethyelene diamine was

confirmed by the peaks at 285.8 (C–N), C–NH2, and

O=C–NH2). The C 1s high resolution spectrum re-

lated to the HPAN-PRGO (Fig. 6c) was deconvoluted

to five peaks with bending energies 283.8 (C in C=C,

C–H), 283.1 ( C in C–C), 286.4 ( C in C=N, CN), 285.1

(C in C–N), and 287.3 (C in N–C=O), so the reaction

between the CN group of PAN and the free NH2

group on the graphene nanosheets was confirmed by

the disappearance of a peak at 289.2 ( C in C–NH2) in

GO–NH2 and the appearance of a peak at 286.4 ( C in

C=N, CN)[43]. The existence of N 1s peak and O 1s

peak in the survey spectra of HPAN-PRGO con-

firmed the successful grafting of AN on graphene

sheets. The high resolution of N 1s peak (Fig. 6g)

related to GO-NH2 can be deconvoluted into two

peaks 399.8 (N in O=NH-) and 401.8 (N in NH2). The

high resolution oxygen O 1s peak related to GO-NH2

can be deconvoluted to two peaks at 530.7 and 532.1

related to O in O=C–NH). The high resolution of N 1s

peak (Fig. 6h) related to HPAN–PRGO–NH2 can be

deconvoluted into five peaks 396.4, 397.6 (N in CN),

399.0 (N in C=N), 397.6 (N in O=C–NH-, -N–C=N),

400.4 (N in O=C–NH2) [44, 45].The O1s peak related

to HPAN–PRGO–NH2 (Figure F) can be deconvo-

luted to four peaks 528.9 (O in COO-), 530 (O in OH),

531 (O in O=C), 533 (O in COOH) [43]. So, the

grafting of AN on IGO–NH2 was confirmed by the

disappearance of peak at 401.8 of NH2 and the

appearance of 399 (C=N), the partial hydrolysis of

PAN grafted on graphene sheets was also confirmed

by the appearance of peaks at 528.9 (O in COO-) and

533 (O in COOH). These peaks were also confirmed

by the XPS results of pure PAN and HPAN as shown

in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). Compared

with XPS survey of PAN, the HPAN XPS spectra

showed O 1s peak. From the deconvolution of N 1S

and O 1s of pure HPAN, the appearance of peaks at

398.7 (N in –C=N, quinoide imine), 399.7 (N in N–

C=O), and 528.1, 532.9 (O in COONa, COOH) and

these observations confirm the partial hydrolysis of

PAN using 4% NaOH for 20 min [36, 46].

Adsorption Performance studies

Effect of pH on Hg(II) adsorption

The solution pH is considered as one of the most

important parameters during the adsorption process.

In this perspective, the experiments were conducted

at various pH conditions ranged from 1 to 6 using

few drops of 0.01 M HCl and 0.01 M NaOH. When

the pH is more than 5.5, Hg(OH)2 becomes the major

species and begins to precipitate out of the solution.

So, the suitable pH range was from 1 to 5. The spe-

ciation studies have confirmed that at pH\ 3, the

mercury is present as Hg(II), whereas at pH[ 5

Hg(OH)2 is the predominant species and both of

these species along with HgOH? are present at pH

3–5. As presented in Fig. 7a, the removal efficiency of

mercury increased from 20.0 to 52.0 %, from 29.6 to

83.9 %, and from 32.0 to 99.68 % for HPAN, GO,

HPAN-PRGO, respectively as the pH of the initial

solution increased from 1 to 5. This may be attributed

to the lone pair of electrons of nitrogen and oxygen

which can adsorb and coordinates with mercury (II)

and forms a stable complex. At pH values lower than

5, the adsorption efficiency of mercury ions

decreased due to the competitive adsorption between

Hg(II) ions and the available H? ions. Moreover, the

protonation of the primary, secondary amines and

carboxylic groups (COOH?
2, -NH3

?, O=C–NH?-)

increased the positive charges on the adsorbent sur-

face resulting an increase in the electrostatic repul-

sion for mercury(II) ions. The decrease in the removal

of mercury above pH 5.5 is related to the formation of

insoluble Hg(OH)2 and it keeps constant for pH

higher than 5. This may be attributed to the com-

petitive adsorption from OH- ions by the formation

of the hydrogen bonding leading to a decrease in the

number of available adsorption sites [10].

Adsorption isotherms

The adsorption capacity of the adsorbents can be

determined by Hg(II) adsorption at different initial

concentrations as shown in Fig. 7b. From the figure, it

is clear that, when the initial concentration of Hg(II)

increases, the amount of Hg(II) adsorbed at equilib-

rium (qe) increases until maximum adsorption was

reached gradually after the concentration reached

250, 600, 800 mg/L for HPAN, GO-NH2 and HPAN-

PRGO, respectively, which explained that there were
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few available active sites on the adsorbents and

suggested that the adsorption reached equilibrium. It

is observed that the mercury adsorption increases in

the order of HPAN-PRGO[PAN-PRGO [GO-

NH2[HPAN[PAN[GO under all conditions stud-

ied such as pH (5), temperature (273 K), sorbent dose

(1 g/L), and concentration, as shown in Table 1. The

equilibrium data were fitted by using Freundlich and

Langmuir isotherms models and the details of each

isotherm model can be explored in the Supporting

Information S1.

Figure 7 a Effect of the solution pH on the Hg(II) removal on

HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO. (conditions: adsorbent

dose = 0.01 g/ 10 ml, Co = 50 mg/L, T = 273 K, t = 120 min).

b Effect of initial concentration of (Hg (II) ions) on the Hg(II)

extraction on HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO. (conditions:

Co = 10–1000 mg/L, T = 273 K, adsorbent dose = 0.01 g/ 10 ml,

pH = 5, t = 120 min).

Table 1 The maximum adsorption capacities of Hg(II) on GO,

PAN, HPAN, GO-NH2, PAN-PRGO, and HPAN-PRGO

composite

Adsorbents qe(max) (mg/g)

GO 24.0

Pure PAN nanoparticles 28.0

HPAN nanoparticles 79.0

GO-NH2 208.0

PAN-PRGOComposite 224.0

HPAN-PRGOComposite 324.0

Figure 8 a Langmuir adsorption for the removal of Hg (II) ions using using HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO. b Freundlich adsorption

for the Hg(II) removal by HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN-PRGO.
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The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms for the

Hg(II) adsorption onto HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN-

PRGO composite are shown in Fig. 8a and b, and the

isotherm parameters were presented in Table 2.

Based on the correlation coefficient (R2) value, the R2

obtained from Langmuir isotherm model (R2[ 0.99)

was higher than that obtained from Freundlich model

HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO nanocomposite.

Moreover, the dimensionless constant RL also falls

within the favorable limit between 0 and 1. It was

indicated that the Langmuir model was the best-fit

model for the Hg(II) adsorption onto adsorbent.

Additionlly, the qmax values for the adsorption of

Hg(II) onto HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO

nanocomposite as determined from the Langmuir

model are 81.967 mg/g, 217.391 mg/g, 325.732 mg/

g, respectively, are all the same as the experimental

data. The good agreement between the Langmuir

adsorption model and the equilibrium data suggests

that the extent of Hg(II) ion adsorption is a function

of specific binding sites, a limited number of which

are located on the sorbent surface. The results of

isotherm also indicated that the large number of

available amine and carboxylate groups on the

composite surface give rise to the large sorption

amount toward Hg(II) [6, 47].

Adsorption kinetics

The kinetic studies of Hg (II) adsorption onto the

HPAN, GO-NH2, and HPAN–PRGO composite were

performed at 25 �C, and the results are present in

Figure 9a. The adsorption amount increased rapidly

during the first 15 min and more than 80.0%, 60.2%,

58.6% of the equilibrium adsorption were obtained

for HPAN–PRGO, HPAN, and GO–NH2, respec-

tively. This means that a large number of vacant

adsorption sites on the nanocomposite’ surface were

available at this stage. Thereafter, the adsorption was

fast and the equilibrium was accessed within 90 min.

As amount of Hg(II) adsorbed onto the adsorbent

increased, the repulsive forces between the adsorbed

species are boosted, and adsorption resistance for

free metal ions is exacerbated accordingly. The

kinetic data were described by using the pseudo-

second-order kinetic models and the pseudo-first-

order and the details of each model can be shown in

the Supporting Information S2.

For the pseudo-first-order model, the plot of t/q

versus t for Hg(II) adsorption onto HPAN, GO-NH2,

Table 2 Parameters of

Langmuir and Freundlich

isotherm models for the

removal of Hg (II) ions using

HPAN, GO-NH2, and HAPN-

PRGO

Adsorbent Langmuir parameters Freundlich parameters

R2 b (L/mg) Qmax, Calc (mg/g) QExp (mg/g) RL R2 Kf n

HPAN 0.996 0.108 81.967 97.0 0.029 0.945 21.758 3.952

GO-NH2 0.993 0.028 217.391 208.0 0.034 0.935 38.551 3.699

HPAN-PRGO 0.998 0.066 325.732 324.0 0.014 0.844 84.521 4.484

Figure 9 a Effect of contact time on the Hg(II) removal on HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO. b Effect of adsorbent dose on the Hg(II)

removal on HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO.
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and HPAN-PRGO nanocomposite is shown in Fig-

ure S3(B) (Supporting Information) and the parame-

ters of the linear correlation coefficients (R2) and K1

are calculated and listed in Table 3. It revealed that R2

are very high. However, there are big differences

between the calculated qe values (qe,cal) and the

experimental qe values (qe,exp) which suggested that

the pseudo-first-order kinetic model was a poor fit

for the adsorption processes of HPAN, GO-NH2, and

HPAN-PRGO nanocomposite for Hg(II) adsorption

[6, 48].

For the pseudo-second-order model. Figure S3

(A) (Supporting Information) showed that the

pseudo-second-order kinetic model fits well with the

practical data (correlation coefficient R2[ 0.999). As

seen in Table 3, the calculated maximum uptake

capacity of Hg(II) (qemax cal.) was in good agreement

with the practical results. These indicated that the

removal processes of Hg(II) onto HPAN, GO–NH2,

and HPAN–PRGO nanocomposite could be repre-

sented by the pseudo-second-order kinetic model.

Thus, the mechanism of removal is mainly due to the

metal–ligand complex formation between the amine,

amide and carboxylate groups of the composite and

mercury (II) ions [6, 48].

Effect of adsorbent dosage

Figure 9b shows the dependence of removal of Hg(II)

on dosage of HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO

nanocomposite. It could be clearly seen that when the

sorbent dose increases from 0.005 to 0.03 g, the

adsorption capacity for Hg(II)removals by HPAN,

IGO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO nanocomposite increased

from 59.01 to 99.59 mg/g, from 192.10 to 492.59 mg/g

and from 295.06 to 499.99 mg/g, respectively. This

can be simply related to accessibility of more sorption

sites and the increased sorbent surface area.

Mechanism of Hg (II) removal

To understand the adsorption mechanism of Hg(II)

by HPAN–PRGO nanocomposite nanosheets, the

XPS spectra of the composite nanosheets before and

after adsorption of Hg(II) ions are given in Fig. 10a–e

Compared to the HPAN–PRGO composite nanosh-

eets before adsorption of Hg(II) ions, two energy

peaks at about 105.0 and 100.9 eV corresponding to

the binding energies of Hg4f 5/2 and Hg4f 7/2 states

are observed after adsorption [28]. This result sug-

gests that Hg(II) was on the HPAN–PRGO composite

nanosheets after removal. The intensity of N 1s peak

of HPAN–PRGO–Hg greatly decreased and slightly

shifted to higher binding energies compared with

HPAN–PRGO. This might be attributed to the lone

pair of electrons of nitrogen of primary and sec-

ondary amine which coordinates with Hg(II) and

forms –NH2–Hg complex [28, 49]. In addition, Fig.10c

and d show the changes in high-resolution O1s

spectra of HPAN/PRGO–NH2 after and before Hg

(II) adsorption. The peaks of O 1s at 528.5 and

530.0 eV, disappeared and the peaks at 533.0 and

531.0 eV significantly increased and shifted to higher

binding energies compared with HPAN-PRGO. This

is due to the formation of -COO–Hg, O–Hg com-

plexes as shown in Scheme 3.

Regeneration and recycling

The adsorbent, to be applicable, should have high

adsorption capacity and high regeneration ability for

recycling use. 2M HCl or 0.017 EDTA is used as

desorbing agent for regeneration of the representa-

tive sample (HAPN-PRGO) as shown in Table 4, the

regenerated adsorbent using HCl as desorbing agent

is further treated with NaOH to restore the negative

charge of carboxylic group of HPAN–PRGO then

washed several times with deionized water. In order

to determine the reuse ability of the composites, the

successive adsorption–desorption process was car-

ried out for six times at 800 ppm (pH 5.0). Figure 11

Table 3 Kinetic parameters for adsorption of 300, 800 ppm Hg

(II) ions using HPAN, GO-NH2, HPAN-PRGO, respectively

Pseudo-first order qe exp.

mg.g-1

qe cal.

mg.g-1

K1

min-1

R2

HPAN 79.0 5.322 0.0244 0.956

GO-NH2 208.0 9.290 0.0379 0.986

HPAN-PRGO 324.0 9.778 0.0625 0.971

Pseudo-second

order

qe exp.

mg.g-1

qe cal.

mg.g-1

K2

g. mol-1

.min-1

R2

HPAN 79.0 80.906 0.0012 0.999

GO-NH2 208.0 212.766 0.0005 0.999

HPAN-PRGO 324.0 321.543 0.0011 0.999
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showed that after six adsorption–desorption cycles

the reloading efficiency maintained above 90% with

no significant loss in adsorption efficiency. Therefore,

HPAN–PRGO composite is an efficient and cost-ef-

fective adsorbent for mercury removal from

wastewater.

Figure 10 The XPS survey spectra of HPAN-PRGO a before removal of Hg(II) and b after removal of Hg(II). The XPS spectra of O1s

and Hg4f in HPAN-PRGO before Hg(II) removal c, After Hg(II) removal (d, e).

Scheme 3 Suggested structures of chelating compounds of Hg(II) ions with HPAN-PRGO.

Table 4 Desorption studies of

mercury from HPAN-PRGO

after adsorption of 800 ppm

Eluent qe Adsorbed( mg/g ) qe Desorbed ( mg/g ) % Desorption

0.1 M HCl 320.00 50.99 15.93

0.5 M HCl 320.00 120.96 37.80

1.0 M HCl 320.00 217.00 67.81

2.0 M HCl 320.00 320.0 100.0

0.01 EDTA 320.00 230.00 71.87

0.015EDTA 320.00 300.00 93.75

0.017EDTA 320.00 318.00 99.37
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Comparison of adsorption capacities

Table 5 describes the comparisons of maximum

uptake capacities of HPAN-PRGO nanocomposite

prepared in this work with different materials pre-

viously reported for Hg(II) adsorption. The HPAN–

PRGO nanocomposite has a higher uptake than other

adsorbents in the literature. This data clarify strength

of HPAN–PRGO nanocomposite in extraction of

Hg(II) from polluted water.

Conclusion

In this work, PAN nanoparticles grafted on the ami-

nated partially reduced graphene oxide nanosheets

were synthesized and characterized for the effective

extraction of Hg(II) ions from polluted water. FTIR,

XRD, Raman spectra, TEM, SEM, and XPS measure-

ments indicated that the PAN nanoparticles were

successfully bonded to the free amino groups on the

functionalized graphene nanosheets. The pH had a

strong influence on the adsorption behavior of the

material and pH 5 is the optimal pH. The adsorption

was found to increase with increasing contact time

and initial metal concentration with maximum

uptake capacity of 324.0 mg/g and equilibrium time

90 min. XPS analysis approved that the Hg (II)

removal from polluted water was due to the coordi-

nation between nitrogen containing functional

groups on the surface of the composite and the Hg(II)

ions. The adsorption of Hg(II) was described well

with Langmuir isotherm model and pseudo-second-

order kinetic model and maximal adsorption being

324.0 mg/g. The regeneration experiments showed

that submersion of the HPAN–PRGO loaded with

Hg(II) in 10 mL of 2.0 M HCl or 0.017 M EDTA

resulted in the desorption of more than 99.0% of the

Figure 11 Recycling of HPAN-PRGO composite for Hg(II)

(desorption condition: 0.017 M EDTA), adsorption condition:

pH 5, initial concentration of Hg(II) 800 mg/L, dose: 1 g/L).

Table 5. Comparison of the adsorption capacities of Hg(II) ions onto various adsorbents

Adsorbents Adsorption capacities (mg/g) Ref.

polymeric magnetic boehmite nanocomposite 36.94 [50]

Polyamine-modified reduced graphene oxide 63.8 [3]

Fe3O4@SiO2@graphene quantum dot core-shell 68.0 [51]

Graphene oxide-based carbon composite 68.8 [52]

polythiophene/graphene oxide nanocomposite 113.6 [53]

Novel muscovite/zeolite aluminosilicate composite 117.0 [54]

magnetic carbon nanotubes 172.8 [55]

silica/polyacrylamide composite 177.0 [56]

Thiol-/thioether-functionalized porous organic polymers 180.0 [57]

3D reduced graphene oxide aerogel 185.0 [58]

Glutamine modified chitosan magnetic composite 199.2 [59]

Polyacrylamidoxime chelating fiber 222.27 [60]

Imino diacetic acid improved graphene oxide (Imino-IGO) 230.0 [20]

Thiol modified porous polyaminal-networked polymer 312.0 [17]

Thio-functionalized polyacrylonitrile Fiber 322.8 [39]

Thio-functionalized polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fiber 357.0 [5]

2-Imino-4-thiobiuret–partially reduced graphene oxide (IT-PRGO) 624.0 [19]

HPAN-PRGO 324.0 This study
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adsorbed amount of the Hg(II) and the HPAN–PRGO

showed a good stability within six cycles. The

obtained results suggested that the HPAN–PRGO has

a superior capacity for Hg(II) ions removal from

wastewater effluents.
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